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Two-dimensional patterned surfaces have attracted
great attention because of their potential uses in bio-
chips and sensors,1 electronic devices,2 magnetic record-
ing devices,3 photonic crystals,4 and templates for novel
materials.5 Various nanofabrication techniques have
been used to construct such patterned surfaces, includ-
ing soft lithography6 and laser interference lithography.7
Several self-assembly techniques employing block co-
polymers8 and colloidal particles have also been used
to create 2D patterns.9 Specifically, well-organized 2D
particle arrays are of practical significance for applica-
tions in soft lithography,10 microlenses,11 carbon nano-
tube arrays,12 and colloidal lithography (CL). In CL,
colloidal arrays are used as lithographic masks or
templates to fabricate nanostructures.13 CL has several
advantages: it is an inexpensive, inherently parallel,
high-throughput nanofabrication technique.13 Primarily,
single and double layers of colloidal particles have been
used in CL as templates for patterned polymers and
metals. In general, interstices between the particles

were used for infiltration of the polymers and metals.
A close-packed colloidal assembly usually forms inter-
stices with hexagonal shapes in a single layer or
triangular shapes in a double layer.

However, the use of CL with a self-organized particle
array entails a difficulty in controlling the size and
shape of a structure. Generally, the size and shape of a
final nanostructure are dependent on the original col-
loidal template. Recently, several techniques to control
the size and shape of nanostructures have been sug-
gested, including angle-resolved deposition14 and control
of deposition thickness and dry-etching conditions.15

These methods have utilized the interstices of the close-
packed colloidal layer to control nanostructure size and
shape. In these methods, however, the feature size and
shape were determined from the original nanostructure
of colloidal arrays and could not be changed for a given
colloidal layer. Thus, controlling nanostructures is still
a challenging issue, and new techniques are needed.

This paper describes a novel method for the fabrica-
tion of patterned arrays of Co/Pt multilayer by using
the CL technique in combination with the reactive ion
etching (RIE) method that has been developed recently
in our group to control the colloidal nanopatterns with
RIE.16a Specifically, we extend here our previous study
to pattern transfer for magnetic devices. In CL, a
patterned layer of monodisperse colloidal spheres was
used as a mask for the deposition or etching of the
magnetic Co/Pt multilayer. Among the important fea-
tures of the present method is that the size, shape, and
feature spacing of the magnetic metal dot arrays were
controlled simply by changing the conditions of the
precedent RIE of the colloidal mask layer such as the
etching time, etchant composition, and tilt angle. This
is of practical significance in magnetic memory devices
because the magnetic properties of metal dots are
sensitive to particle size and shape. Specifically, we
created the magnetic metal patterns with controllable
features such as circular and triangular dots or holes
using the RIE-assisted colloidal masks of single-layered
or double-layered polystyrene (PS) beads, and analyzed
the magnetic properties of the magnetic metal dots by
using a magnetooptical microscope magnetometer
(MOMM).

Figure 1 shows the experimental scheme. To fabri-
cate patterned magnetic metal dots of Co/Pt multi-
layer, the wafer substrates were cleaned with piranha
solution (3:1 concentrated H2SO4/30% H2O2), and the
substrates were rinsed with deionized water, acetone,
and methanol under sonication. Colloidal PS spheres
of 200-nm diameter were synthesized by emulsifier-free
emulsion polymerization17 and were dispersed in water
and then further diluted in methanol (4 wt %, 2 wt %).
We used two different strategies: in strategy I of Figure
1a, we began with the deposition of 10 layers of Co/Pt
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(4 Å Co/11 Å Pt)10 onto a silicon wafer using a dc
magnetron sputtering under a base pressure of 2 × 10-4

mTorr and Ar sputtering pressure of 5 mTorr at an
ambient temperature. The deposition rates were
0.5 Å/s for Co and 1.1 Å/s for Pt under an applied power
of 30 W to each target. The target-to-substrate distance
was kept at 75 mm. The Co/Pt multilayer had strong
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and showed the
magnetic hysteresis loop of unit squareness. The Co/Pt
film was treated with oxygen plasma for 1 min to make
it hydrophilic. Then a colloidal mask was formed by
spin-casting the PS bead suspension onto the Co/Pt
multilayer film. The number of colloidal layers was
adjusted by the spin-coating speed and the PS bead
concentration. To modify the shape and feature spacing
of the colloidal mask, the RIE was performed directly
onto the preformed well-ordered colloidal particle array
with a 3:2 mixture of O2 and CF4 under 60 mTorr with
a power of 60 W. Subsequently, the Ar ion milling was
conducted to etch out the Co/Pt layer, which left behind
the array of Co/Pt dots where the PS beads shadowed.
The DC bias for the ion milling was 400 V and the Ar
pressure was kept below 5 × 10-4 Torr. Finally, the PS
beads were removed by sonicating the substrate in
CH2Cl2 solution for 5 min.

In strategy II of Figure 1b, a colloidal mask was
formed first onto a wafer, which was followed by the
RIE-assisted feature modification. The PS beads were
removed by the same method as that used in strategy
I. Then the patterns of metal dots were formed by
deposition of Co/Pt through the interstices between the
PS beads. In both cases, the morphology was observed
by SEM (Philips-XL20SFEG) and AFM (SEIKO SPA400).

Figure 2a shows a PS bead array that was obtained
by RIE for 60 s on the monolayer of hexagonally close-
packed PS spheres that were spin-cast onto the Co/Pt
multilayer. Defect-free domains were in the range from
several to a few hundred square micrometers (µm2). The
size of the PS beads in Figure 2a is about 145 nm; their
original size was 200 nm. The diameter of the PS
particles was gradually reduced as the RIE time in-
creased. In our experiment, the particle size was re-
duced to 45 nm after RIE for 240 s. The use of a gas
mixture of O2/CF4 resulted in slower etching with better
controllability than the use of pure O2, because O2 has
a greater reactivity with polymer.16 Figure 2b shows the
AFM and SEM images of the Co/Pt metal dot array that

was left behind after Ar ion milling for 90 s. As noted,
a completely isolated metal dot array was formed by
strategy I.

To obtain an array of circular holes on the Co/Pt film
by following strategy II (Figure 1b), a lift-off process of
the colloidal mask was performed after the Co/Pt
deposition on the PS monolayer film previously etched
by means of RIE. The diameter of the hole in the SEM
image of Figure 2c was about 135 nm. The feature

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for experimental process of (a) magnetic metal dot pattern (strategy I) (b) circular hole pattern
(strategy II) by using a single-layered colloidal mask.

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) single-layered PS arrays after
O2/CF4 RIE for 60 s. (b) SEM and AFM images of Co/Pt metal
dot pattern after removal of the single-layered PS beads by
lift-off process. After RIE treatment for 60 s, ion milling for
90 s was performed to etch the magnetic metal layer. SEM
image was taken with a tilted angle at 45°. (c) SEM and AFM
images of Co/Pt magnetic film with circular hole array. Scale
bars are 200 nm.
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distance of the hole array depended solely on the
size of the original PS beads. Meanwhile, the hole
size was reduced with the RIE time. The depth of the
hole was about 15 nm, as shown in the AFM image of
Figure 2c.

As schematically shown in Figure 3a, a patterned
array of Co/Pt metal dots in triangular shape was
obtained by using a double-layered colloidal PS mask
produced from the RIE process, which used a relative
shadowing effect.16a The SEM image of the as-deposited
double-layered PS colloidal array prior to RIE is shown
in Figure 3b. Indeed, due to the relative shadowing
effect, the etched PS double layer after RIE for 90 s
formed a colloidal mask with triangular pattern, as
shown in Figure 3c. The resulting AFM and SEM
images of the patterned array of Co/Pt metal dots are
shown in Figure 3d. The in-plane diameter of the
triangular Co/Pt dots in the SEM image of Figure 3d is
about 90-100 nm and the thickness of the dots in the
AFM image is about 15 nm.

Due to their high coercivity and strong magnetocrys-
talline anisotrophy, Co/Pt multilayer films have been
applied in high-density magnetic recording media and
hard magnetic layers in spin valve structures.18 We
investigated the magnetic properties of continuous
multilayer Co/Pt film and Co/Pt nanodot array with
MOMM. The MOMM system mainly consists of an
optical polarizing microscope capable of imaging mag-
netic domain through the magnetooptical Kerr effect.
A charge coupled device (CCD) camera captures the
domain image in the form of the array of the Kerr
intensity measured from the CCD pixels. By storing the
domain images and tracing the Kerr intensity variation
for every individual CCD pixel, a minimum area for a
proper probe is 400 × 400 nm2. In this work, we probed
a 10 × 10 µm2 area of the sample. Figure 4 shows
magnetic hysteresis loops of Co/Pt continuous film and
nanodot arrays. The interdot distance of the nanodot

array is about 200 nm and the dot size is 150 nm
diameter. As noted, the patterned nanodots increased
the coercivity relative to that of the continuous film. It
could be ascribed to the suppression of multidomain
formation during magnetization reversal for the pat-
terned nanodots.19-22 Also noted is that the loop slope
of the nanodot array at the coercive point is decreased
compared to that of the continuous film, which implies
the enhancement of switching width.

Colloidal self-assembly does not produce defect free
areas due to nanosphere polydispersity, site random-
ness, vacancies, line defects, and polycrystalline do-
mains. Moreover, the magnetic properties of Co/Pt
nanodot array strongly depend on geometrical structure,
such as dot shape, array structure, defect, and others.
Therefore, we have investigated the variation of mag-
netization loop with respect to the probing area. How-
ever, in the case of our sample, the defect did not
significantly affect the magnetization loop, which is due
to the fact that the density of defects in our sample is
not large enough to govern the magnetic property of the
nanodot array. To gain a further insight on the effect
of defects on the magnetic property in our sample, we
have performed a micromagnetic simulation of magne-
tization reversal in patterned dot array with the topo-
logical information quantitatively determined from the
AFM image of the dot array. This enables us to take
into account the geometrical defects of the nanodot
array. Indeed, these simulations show that the magne-
tization loop for the perfectly aligned nanodot array is
similar to that for the experimentally fabricated nanodot
array.

In summary, we have fabricated a 2D patterned
magnetic Co/Pt multilayer by using CL via a RIE
process. The shape and size of the 2D nanostructures
were controlled by adjusting simple RIE conditions,
including the etching time and the number of colloidal
layers. Enhancement of the magnetic properties of the
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic for the fabrication of triangular metal
dot pattern. (b) SEM image of the as-deposited double-layered
PS colloidal array prior to RIE. (c) SEM image of the etched
PS double layer after RIE for 90 s. (d) SEM and AFM images
of triangular Co/Pt metal dot array that was fabricated by the
scheme in (a). RIE time was 60 s. Scale bars are 200 nm.

Figure 4. Magnetic hysteresis loops of Co/Pt multilayer film
(black square) and Co/Pt multilayer nanodot array with 200-
nm interdot distance and 150-nm dot size (open circle).
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metal dot array was demonstrated. This nanostructure
control technique using CL may be applicable in the
nanofabrication of patterned media.
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